1990


Abram, Joseph, "Impressions sur la ville 'telle-quelle'", Autrement, January 1990. (In French) (RV mentioned)


Arcidi, Philip, "Inquiry: Laboratories," Progressive Architecture, August 1990, p. 102. (Clinical Research Building, University of Pennsylvania)


Darley, Gillian. "The skin is not the real thing," Observer, December 30, 1990, p. 36. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of London)


"Doble lenguaje," A & V, Vol. 21 1990, pp. 46-48. (Thayer School at Dartmouth) (In Spanish and English)


"Fisher gift of $5 million helps construct economics building," Princeton Today, Summer 1990, p. 11. (Fisher Hall)


"For Medicine: A Seal of Approval," The Pennsylvania Gazette, February-March 1990, p. 98. (Clinical Research Building at the University of Pennsylvania)

Gabby, Brent. "About Face," Architecture, April 1990, pp. 113-114, 141-143. (Article about brick specs, mentions Clinical Research Building at the University of Pennsylvania)


Gandee, Charles. "The Writing on the Wall," House & Garden, February 1990, pp. 142-147. (Frederick Schwartz project using R. Venturi designed furniture.)


Lehrer, Ute, Westway - No Way!. 1990 (384 page book - in-depth study of Westway project history.) (In German)


Miller, R. Craig, Modern Design 1890-1990 In The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1990, pp. 252, 268-169, and inside back flap. (Design Arts)

Moccia, Federico D., "Le case di Filadelfia," Citta americane, 1990, pp. 43-82. (Chinatown New Housing p. 76: Franklin Court) (In Italian)

"Moderne Weltwunder," Freitag, 6 April 1990, p. 7. (Vanna Venturi House) (In German)

Moneo, Rafael, "Gropius Lecture," given at Harvard Graduate School of Design on April 25, 1990. (Discusses Philadelphia Orchestra Hall)


"Notes," House & Garden, March 1990, pp. 52-53. (R. Venturi designed Louis XV and Louis XVI lowboys.)
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Oppenheimer Dean, Andrea. "Offices with Class," *Architecture*, January 1990, p. 71. (University of California at Irvine, Graduate School of Management)

Parman, John. "Utopia Revised," *Architecture*, pp. 66-77. (Buildings at University of California at Irvine by VSBA and others, including Graduate School of Management)


"Right Angles are rare at Seattle Art Museum," *Civil Engineering*, unknown date (1990), p. 30. (Seattle Art Museum)


Separated at Birth? 2 · The Saga Continues, 1990, (a Spy Book), p. 55. (Compares R Venturi with Jason Epstein)


Sintra Triennial of Architecture Catalog, 1990, p. 45. (gives biography of RV; Hayden-Coxe House/Studio)


Slesin, Suzanne, "Style Setters, Take a Number," The New York Times, March 8, 1990, pp. C1, C6-C7 (The Home Section) (Review of "Design 100," a show sponsored by Metropolitan Home, with R. Venturi and D. Scott Brown listed as number 10 out of 100 "Style and Trend Setters.")

"Space, Light, and Close Colleagues," Penn Medicine, Winter 1990, pp. 25-27. (Clinical Research Building at the University of Pennsylvania)


Tapert, Annette, "Robert Venturi," Swid Powell - Objects By Architects, 1990, pp. 114-123. (Design Arts. See also pp. 9, 30, 31, 32, 126, 132, 135, 137)
"The Rebirth of Theory · Reconstructing Venturi at MoMA," Newsline · Columbia University, May, 1990, pp. 2-3. (Statements by participants at symposium held at MoMA with architectural theorists including Catherine Ingraham, Michael Rotondi, John Whitman, Beatriz Colomina, Stanley Tigerman, Jeffrey Kipnis, Jennifer Bloomer, Bernard Tschumi, Philip Johnson, Peter Eisenman, Robert Somol, Mack Scogin, K. Michael Hayes, with a letter from R. Venturi also published.)

"The View from 2090," Life, special Fall 1990 issue, pp. 114-116. (R. Venturi listed as potential "100 most important Americans of 21st Century.)

Tufte, Edward R., Envisioning Information, 1990, see especially pp. 26, 34, 51. (Quotes and photographs from Learning from Las Vegas, and Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture.)


"We are Architects Who Love Classical...," Materia 4 (An Architectural Review), 1990, pp. 18-31. (Brief statement by RV on architectural orders: illustrations of Swid Powell serving set, Butler College column, Allen Art Museum column, Sainsbury Wing iron column sketches, House in Northern Delaware, House on Long Island Sound exterior columns, House in Seal Harbor interior and exterior columns, La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art central court, Gallo Winery Visitor's Center facade sketch, Children's Museum facade sketch, Thayer School interior columns, UCLA MacDonald Medical Research Laboratories facade showing cast iron columns, Sainsbury Wing model.) (In Italian and English)

"Who needs candles," The Pennsylvania Gazette, October 1990, pp. 36-37. (Kahn show at Penn, Vanna Venturi house)

Wigley, Mark. "La Contraddizione Decorata," Ottogono 94, September 16, 1990, pp. 36-55. (Comments on Learning from Las Vegas and Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture.) (In Italian and English)

Wood, Lois Hottel, Editor, "Places to Work In," Thayer School of Engineering Directions, Fall 1990, pp. 46-48. (Thayer School of Engineering, Dartmouth College)


1991


"Architecture award affirms 'less is a bore',' Daily Freeman, (Kingston, NY) April 9, 1991, p. 11.  (Pritzker Prize)


"Art News," The Independent, July 9, 1991.  (Sainsbury Wing)


Boasberg, Leonard W., "3 Phila. artists, architecture firm win mayor's award," The Philadelphia Inquirer, November 5, 1991, p. 6-D.


Boschmann, Hella. "Ich mag Kompromisse lieber als das Makellose," Sonntag, December 8, 1991, p. 64. (Seattle Art Museum) (In German)


Branch, Mark Alden, "Robert Venturi Wins 14th Pritzker Prize," Progressive Architecture, May, 1991, p. 27. (Pritzker Prize)


"Bravo Venturi!" The Philadelphia Inquirer, Editorial, p. 16-A. (Pritzker Prize)


Canty, Don. "New Museum is a Compelling Showcase for Art," Seattle Post-Intelligencer, December 5, 1991, Section C, pp. 1-5. (Seattle Art Museum)


Cohn, David, "De Roma a Las Vegas," Casa Vogue España, October 1991, pp. 22, 23. (Profile of RV) (In Spanish)


Cork, Richard, "Drawn, hung and finely quartered," The Times Saturday Review, November 30, 1991, p. 27. (Sainsbury Wing)


"The Critics ...," Telegraph, June 26, 1991, Peterborough section. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of Art)


The Daily Telegraph, (cartoon), July 9, 1991, p. 15. (Sainsbury Wing)

"Dandy, but just too dainty," The Daily Telegraph, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing and Seattle Art Museum)


DiBattista, di Nicola. "Berlino domani - Idee per il cuore di una metropoli," Domus, March 1991, pp. 54-63. (Brandenberg Gate Competition) (In Italian)


Falk, Nicholas and Nathan Silver. "Don't give an incomplete picture of the National Gallery extension," The Independent on Sunday, Letters to the Editor section. (Sainsbury Wing)


"Fire station to get towering repairs," The Republic, (Columbus, Indiana), December 30, 1991, p. 1. (Repairs to fire station #4)


"Focho," Architectura Viva, May 1991, p. 66. (Cartoon regarding Pritzker Prize) (In Spanish)


**Gains, Thomas A.**, *The Campus as a Work of Art*, 1991, pp. 64, 73, 102-3. (Mentions RV in connection with SUNY, U. of California at Irvine, and Oberlin)

**Gale, Iain.** "On a new wing and a prayer," *The Independent*, June 25, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)

"Gallery architects dismiss criticism," *The Daily Telegraph*, July 9, 1991, p. 4. (Sainsbury Wing)


**Gowan, James.** "The Duck Stops Here," *Fan Fare*, June 23, 1991, pp. 24-25. (House in Glen Cove)


**Goldberger, Paul.** "But where would we be without that shrillness?" *The Independent*, July 10, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


**Glancey, Jonathan.** "What happened to that sense of humour?" *The Independent*, June 26, 1991, p. 17. (Sainsbury Wing)


**Gordon, Alastair.** "All Boats Don't Float," *Fan Fare*, June 23, 1991, pp. 24-25. (House in Glen Cove)


"The guest list is ready and you're on it," SAM Goes Downtown - A Seattle Post-Intelligencer Special Section, November 21, 1991, p. E1. (Seattle Art Museum)


Harrod, Tanya. "Beauty where it counts," The Independent on Sunday, June 30, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)
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Hebert, Hugh, "From carbuncle to building society," The Guardian, July 9, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Hellman, Louis, "Archi-Têtes," (Hepworth Building Products Calendar), 1991. (February features Robert Venturi caricature and history)


Hersey, Jan, "Arc designers on Design," Furniture/Today, April 1, 1991. (Arc lowboys)

"High-tech touch at the National" The Daily Telegraph, Peterborough Section, June 26, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Hine, Thomas, "Architecture that makes the art look wonderful," The Philadelphia Inquirer, July 14, 1991, Section H, pp. 1, 6. (Sainsbury Wing)


Hine, Thomas, "Venturi and Moore: The post-Masters of their universe," The Philadelphia Inquirer, Section I, pp. 1, 6. (Pritzker Prize)

Hine, Thomas, "Venturi wins architecture prize," The Philadelphia Inquirer, Monday, April 8, 1991, pp. 1C, 10C. (Pritzker Prize)

Hirst, Arlene, "Learning from Seattle," Metropolitan Home, November 1991, p. 36. (Seattle Art Museum)


Hovey, Richard. "Special Events Log," The Artistic Traveler, November/December 1991, p. 4. (Seattle Art Museum)


"I'm going down to Sainsbury's too...," The Daily Telegraph, July 9, 1991, p. 15 (comic) (Sainsbury Wing)

"If you want to put a museum on the map, Venturi is our man," Traveler, December 1991, p. 43.


"Lasting cause for gratitude," The Daily Telegraph, Editorial Section, July 10, 1991, p. 18. (Sainsbury Wing)


Lyke, M.L., "Come rain or shine, the climate inside is perfect for each artwork," SAM Goes Downtown - A Seattle Post-Intelligencer Special Section, November 21, 1991, p. E3. (Seattle Art Museum)

Lyke, M.L., "The turmoil of creation leads at last to a Dec. 5 opening as Seattle gets ready to greet its new civic beauty," SAM Goes Downtown - A Seattle Post-Intelligencer Special Section, November 21, 1991, p. E1. (Seattle Art Museum)


"Manayunk-Based Architect Named 1991 Laureate -- The Pritzker Architecture Prize," The Manayunk Quip, pp. 16-17. (Pritzker Prize)

Marks, Laurence, "Rooms with sweeping views across Europe," *The Observer on Sunday*, June 30, 1991, p. 47. (Sainsbury Wing)

Marsden, Bruce, "Where's the punchline?," *Building Design*, Letters Section, July 26, 1991, p. 12. (Sainsbury Wing)


May, Derwent, "Unexpected treasure," *Elan*, June 28, 1991, p. 29. (Sainsbury Wing)


"The Much Loved Friend? A portrait of the National Gallery," (a BBC production,) *Times*, July 8, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)

"The Much Loved Friend?," (a BBC production,) *Daily Telegraph*, July 8, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)

"The Much Loved Friend?," (a BBC production,) *Observer*, July 7, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


"The Much-Loved Friend?," (a BBC production,) *Guardian*, July 8, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Pawley, Martin, "PS," RIBA Journal, September 1991, p. 73. (Sainsbury Wing)

Pawley, Martin, "Viewpoint," Architectural Record, October, 1991, p. 75. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery)


Pawley, Martin, "Why Mr. Venturi has played to the gallery," The Independent, June 26, 1991, p. 17. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery)


Pearman, Hugh, "Designed to steal the show," The Sunday Times [London], May 12, 1991, pp. 10-11. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery)


Pigafetta, Giorgio, "Venturi a Trafalgar," Casabella, September 1991, pp. 34-35. (Sainsbury Wing) (In Italian)


“Playing to the Gallery,” The Times Magazine, June 23, 1991. (commentary on Sainsbury Wing)


"Portfolio," Metropolis, July/August 1991, p. 51. (DesignTex advertisement for Portfolio fabrics)


"Pritzker Prize Announced," Art World Section, Art in America, July 1991, p. 166. (Pritzker Prize)


"Pritzker Prize Nominations," Deadlines, May 1991, p. 4. (Pritzker Prize)


Rabino, Max, "Alla National Gallery il futuro ha un'alà in più", La Stampa, August, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of Art) (In Italian)


Rampton, James, "Python at the pictures," The Independent, July 8, 1991 ("The Much Loved Friend," a BBC production.) (Sainsbury Wing)

Rattenbury, Kester, "Venturi awarded Pritzker Prize," Blueprint Magazine, April 12, 1991. (Pritzker Prize)

"Readers Respond," Architecture, September 1991, pp. 91-94. (Responses to reader survey listing R. Venturi's work as #5 "Most Admired" and #5 "Most Despised.")

Rentner, Stephen P., "The envelope please...," The AIA Memo, October 1991, pp. 6-7. (R. Venturi listed as No. 2 "Most influential living American architects")


"Robert Venturi wins architecture prize," St. Petersburg Times, April 8, 1991. (Pritzker Prize)

"Robert Venturi wins top architecture prize," Mt. Airy Express, April 17, 1991, p. 2. (Pritzker Prize)
“Robert Venturi...,” Chestnut Hill Local, May 9, 1991, p. 42. (Pritzker Prize)


Rothschild, Jacob, National Gallery News, July, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of Art, pamphlet)

"Royal Engagements," The Independent, July 9, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)

Rule, Bruce, "Venturi wins architecture prize," The Muncie Evening Press, April 8, 1991, p. 11. (Pritzker Prize)


"Sainsbury Wing Facts", The Daily Telegraph, Peterborough Section, June 26, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)

"Sainsbury Wing to Open in London," Art World Section, Art in America, July 1991, p. 168. (Sainsbury Wing)

"Sainsbury's discover six French Impressionists that won't cost you a fortune," (advertisement), The Daily Telegraph, July 9, 1991, p. 5. (Sainsbury Wing)

"Sainsbury's Success," The Times, Editorial, July 9, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)

"The Sainsbury Wing of the National Gallery, London," Zodiac 6, March/August 1991, pp. 90-125. (in Italian and English)

Saint, Andrew, "Rest for the sated eye · The National Gallery's new wing," TLS, July 19, 1991, p. 15. (Sainsbury Wing)

Sanders, James, "Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown... ," Los Angeles Times, August 18, 1991, Section M, p. 3. (Interview of Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown)

Sanderson, Gerald, "Don't make style a straitjacket," Building Design, Letters Section, July 26, 1991, p. 12. (Sainsbury Wing)

Scape 21, 1991. (Japanese magazine – Basco “O” is on the cover)


Sewell, Brian. "The National mistake we wanted to make ... or did we?", Evening Standard, June 28, 1991, p. 10. (Sainsbury Wing)


"Son of carbuncle opens its doors," Design, July 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


"Still life with gallery," Times, July 8, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)

**Stringer, Robin.** "Charles praised over new gallery," *Evening Standard*, July 8, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)

**Sudjic, Dayan.** "The Dark Horse in the National," *Evening Standard*, May 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


**Susskind, Jonathan.** "There's a real art to creating dishes for this new eatery," *SAM Goes Downtown - A Seattle Post-Intelligencer Special Section*, November 21, 1991, p. E8. (Seattle Art Museum)


**Tamás, Vay.** *A Posztmodern Amerikában*, Budapest: Platon, 1991. (Mentions RV; in Hungarian)

**Tanyeli, D.** "islevselcilik. Evet, ama...", *Arredamento Dekorasyon*, May 1991, p. 98. (Pritzker Prize, VSBA firm profile) (In Turkish)

**Tanyeli, Ugur.** "Venturi'Den Ne Ögrenmeli?", *Arredamento Dekorasyon*, May 1991, pp. 84-90. (Pritzker Prize, VSBA firm profile) (In Turkish)


**Taylor, John Russell.** "Dazzling denouement to this inside story," *The Times*, July 9, 1991, p. 13. (Sainsbury Wing)

"Television -- The Much Loved Friend?," (a BBC production.) *The Times*, July 9, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


**Theophilus, Jeremy.** "Writing on the Wall," *Crafts Magazine*, August 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)

"This Week's Television," *Independent on Sunday*, July 7, 1991. ("The Much Loved Friend," a BBC production.) (Sainsbury Wing)


"Today's Television," unknown British publication, unknown date. ("The Much Loved Friend," a BBC production.) (Sainsbury Wing)


"UCLA lab architect wins prize," UCLA Daily Bruin, April 8, 1991, p. 13. (Pritzker Prize)


Vaizey, Marina. "Visualising a journey through art history," The Sunday Times, July 8, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


"Venturing Out," Building, January 11, 1991, p. 10. (Sainsbury Wing)


"Waiting in line for Bob and Denise," Building Design, July 26, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


**Waterfield, Giles.** "Diversity of Views," *The Antique Collector*, July/August 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


**Wilkins, Bridget.** "Writing on the Wall," *Crafts Magazine*, August 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


**Wilson, Michael.** "The Sainsbury Wing: the art", *The Art Quarterly*, No. 6 Summer 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


**Young, John.** "National Gallery trustee steps up as chairman," *The Times*, July 9, 1991, Home News Section, p. 2. (Sainsbury Wing)

**Young, John.** "Prince hails triumph of National Gallery wing," unknown British publication, unknown date. (Sainsbury Wing)

**Zelinsky, Marilyn.** "Designers Saturday Program," *Interiors*, September 1991, pp. 30-35. (R. Venturi program at Designers Saturday)

**Zobl, Engelbert.** "Pritzker-Preis für Robert Venturi", *Architektur Aktuell Fach-Journal*, June 1991, p. 6. (In German) (Pritzker Prize, Gordon Wu Hall, Franklin Court)
1992


Academy of Music 135th Anniversary Concert and Ball Program Book, 1992, p. 78. (Photo and caption of RV, DSB, I. Adamson and R. Wolff)


"Alumnus Gives $10 Million for MoBio Lab," *Princeton Alumni Weekly*, October 28, 1992, Volume 93, Number 3. (George LaVie Schultz Laboratory)


Andersen, Kurt, "Pioneer's Vindication: The founder of Postmodern architecture adds the Seattle Art Museum to his string of triumphs," *TIME*, February 17, 1992, p. 82-83.


Belluzzi, Amedeo, "Venturi, Scott Brown e Associati a Seattle," *Abitare*, April 1992, pp. 182-187. (Seattle Art Museum) (In Italian and English)


Bradley Ruder, Debra. "Gift Establishes Student Commons in Memorial Hall," Harvard University Gazette, September 25, 1992, pp. 1, 14-17. (Harvard Memorial Hall)


Brown, Jeff. "Big-time Controversy over this ferry idea," The Philadelphia Inquirer, November 24, 1992, p. C1-C2. (Whitehall Ferry Terminal)


Canty, Donald. "SAM galleries work; getting to them is the problem," Seattle Post-Intelligencer, December 1992, pp. C1-C2. (Seattle Art Museum)


Castiglione, Sergio. "Diseñar a partir de la memoria: La ampliación de la National Gallery de Londres" Arquitectura & diseño, March, 1992, pp. 1, 2, 8. (Sainsbury Wing) (In Spanish [Argentinian])


Chandler, Mary. "3 institutions team up to benefit all," Rocky Mountain News, March 1, 1992, p. 150-151. (Denver Art Museum)
**Chandler, Mary**, "Venturi balances ivory tower theories with a need to please the people," *Rocky Mountain News*, March 8, 1992, p. 124-125. (Seattle Art Museum)


**Clausen, Meredith L.**, "Venturi & the Condition of Postmodernity," course description at University of Washington, Spring 1992.


"Columbus Monument Ground Breaking at Penn's Landing," *Sons of Italy Times*, Phila., June 22, 1992, p. 1. (Christopher Columbus Monument)

"Columbus 500th Celebration in Pictorial Review," *Sons of Italy Times*, Phila., November 9, 1992, pp. 4-5. (Christopher Columbus Monument)


**Dudar, Helen**, "A welcoming new museum for the city on the sound," *Smithsonian*, April 1992, pp. 47-56. (Seattle Art Museum)


Fish, Larry. "City architect to design $30 million Dartmouth Library," The Philadelphia Inquirer, November 6, 1992. (Dartmouth Baker Library)


Ford, Christine. Editor, "Growing the Circle: Arc a Scott Brown master stroke at Civic Center," The Urban Design Forum. September/October 1992, pp. 1, 6-7. (Denver Civic Center)


"Grand Lodge to Honor Robert Venturi," Sons of Italy, Times, Philadelphia, February 17, 1992, p. 1. (RV will be honored as "Man of the Year")


"Homage to Louis I. Kahn: Extracts from the 1991 Kahn Lectures," Penn in Ink, May 1992, Volume 1, Number 1, p. 6. (Extracts from R. Venturi and D. Scott Brown from the Kahn Lectures at GSFA)


"Honorary Degree to Architects," The Review (Roxborough/Manayunk), June 3, 1992, p. 3. (Honorary degree for RV and DSB from Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science)


Lavin, Sylvia. "Outside with the Venturi's," 1992. (manuscript not yet published)


Levin, Anne. *The Times (Trenton)*. "Venturi adds world repute to local fame," January 19, 1992, pp. AA1, AA5. (Profile of RV/VSBA)


Mendini, Allessandro. *Alessandro Mendini and...La Fabbrica Estetica*, Crusinallo: F.A.O., 1992, pp. 10, 89-90, 408-409. (Results of project that concluded in manufacture of 10,000 porcelain vases, one designed by RV) (In Italian and English)


**Nussbaum, Debra**, *The Philadelphia Inquirer Magazine*, May 17, 1992, p. 36-37. (Furness Library)


**Parish, Betsy**, *Houston Post*, March 10, 1992, (Society column mentions RV and DSB's speech at University of Houston's College of Architecture)


**Portoghesi, Paolo**, "The Decoration," *Materia*, 1992 No. 9, pp. 3-39. (UCLA MacDonald Medical Research Laboratories) (in Italian and English)


"Purple Aster Ball," *Sons of Italy Times*, Philadelphia, February 3, 1992, p. 2. (RV selected as honoree; Columbus Monument)


"Sainsbury Wing of the National Gallery," Museo d'arte e architettura, Catalog of exhibition at the Museo Cantonale d'Arte, Lugano, Italy, September 20 through November 22, 1992, pp. 110-116. (In Italian and English)


"Seattle Battle," Architecture, October 1992, p. 18. (in Letter & Events section; about Architecture's coverage of Seattle Art Museum)


Simko, Alison. "Design Team Wins Ferry Terminal Contract," Downtown Local, October 26, 1992, p. 4. (Whitehall Ferry Terminal)


"Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates, Inc., University Buildings at UCLA, Los Angeles, and in Princeton, New Jersey," *Zodiac 7*, March/August, 1992, pp. 65-71, 76-95. (Gordon and Virginia MacDonald Medical Research Laboratories; Gordon Wu Hall; Lewis Thomas Laboratory for Molecular Biology; Fisher and Bendheim Hall, Department of Economics and Center for International Studies Building) (In Italian and English)

Voelz Chandler, Mary, "3 neighbors formulate cultural vision," Rocky Mountain News, April 22, 1992, p. 24. (Denver Civic Center)


"Writing on the Wall," Metropolitan Home, November, 1992, pp. 90-94. (Photo of RV and DSB's dining room frieze)

1993

Academy of Music 136th Anniversary Concert and Ball Program Book, 1993, p. 52. (Photo of Philadelphia Orchestra Hall)


Bensi, Giorgio, "Citazioni per gioco," Construire, June 1993, pp. 146-149. (In Italian) (The Children's Museum of Houston)

Bierman, M. Lindsay, "Celebrating Pluralism," (1993 AIA Award winners) Architecture, May 1993, p. 100. (Furness Library)


Bowen, William G., "Remarks at Presentation of Philadelphia Award to Denise Scott Brown and Robert Venturi", May 18, 1993, pp. 1-6. (Philadelphia Award)


Casuscelli, Carlos, "La Revolucion Silenciosa", Europ-Art Internacional, May/June 1993, p. 30-33. (Fire Station # 4) (in Spanish)

Chandler, Mary Voelz, "Is there no escape from Stalag 13th?" Rocky Mountain News, November 7, 1993, p 50A. (Denver Civic Center Cultural Complex)

The Charles P. Stevenson, Jr., Library, Bard College, May 28, 1993, Dedication Ceremony Program. (The Stevenson Library, Bard College)


Cohen, Jean Louis. “Main Street Blues: Frank O. Gehry’s Festival Disney,” Lotus 77, 1993, pp. 81-91. (brief mention of RV)


“Does the Sainsbury Wing Fly?”, The Pennsylvania Gazette, April 1993, pp. 24-25.


Fernandez, Enrique, "Real Estate, Fantasy Island: A postmodern daydreamer strolls through an architectural Eden," Urban Gazette, August 27, 1993, p. 46. (House on North Shore of Long Island)


Frampton, Kenneth, “Reflexiones.../Reflections...,” BA’93 Bienal Internacional, 1993, pp. 50-57.


George LaVie Schultz Laboratory, Princeton University, 1993, Dedication Booklet. (George LaVie Schultz Laboratory)


Irace, Fulvio, "Case di Legno [Houses of Wood]," Abitare, February 1993, pp. 78-79. (Izenour House) (in Italian and English)


Jarmusch, Ann, “Salk project will proceed despite architects' pleas,” The San Diego Union-Tribune, February 19, 1993, pp. 1, 19. (RV is quoted)


Kishimoto, Akihiro, "Whitehall Ferry Project", Eciippo, Summer 1993, p. 50. (Whitehall Ferry Terminal) (In Japanese)

Lambsdorff, Ursula Grafin, "Manhattan: Time is Money", Ambiente, January/February 1993, p. 20. (Whitehall Ferry Terminal) (in German)


Maniaque, Caroline and Daniel Naegele, "Louis I. Kahn", L'architecture D'aujourd'hui, February 1992, p. 87. (refers to RV's lecture "Louis I. Kahn: In the Realm of Architecture") (In French and English)

McDonough, Michael, "Learning from Sony," Avenue, April 1993, p. 8. (Whitehall Ferry Terminal)


Moore, Charles W., “Bernini, Borromini, Yin-Yang, and the New World Disorder,” Common Knowledge, Fall 1993, p. 146. (mention of RV's “gentle manifesto”)

Moorhead, Gerald, "Caryakids At Play," Architectural Record, March 1993, pp. 78-83. (The Children's Museum of Houston)

Morteo, Enrico, "Robert Venturi e Denise Scott Brown: La Scelta della Ricchezza," Domus, March 1993, pp. 17-28 (Interview with RV and DSB) (in Italian and English)


"New Buildings at the Building Site," Groninger Museum Catalog, 1993, pp. 74-75. (Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam)

Nicholas, Charles A., "A New Building for a New Medicine: The Center for the Study of Human Diseases", A New Medicine for a New Century, New Haven: Yale University School of Medicine, Office of Development, 1993, pp. 7-12. (Yale Medical Building)

Noel, Tom, "Celebrity architects blemish Civic Center," The Denver Post, November 13, 1993, p. 7B. (Denver Civic Center Cultural Complex)


Ockman, Joan with collaboration of Edward Eigen, Architecture Culture 1943-1968: A Documentary Anthology, New York: The Trustees of Columbia University and Rizzoli International, 1993, pp. 389 and 446. (Biographical information on RV and DSB, includes articles by RV and DSB)


"PC or not PC," The Architects' Journal, October 6, 1993, p. 10. (Astragal column item about The Children's Museum of Houston)

Peeters, Tracy. "For the Young and the Young-at-Heart," Texas Highways, July 1993, pp. 46-51. (The Children's Museum of Houston)


"Phila. architects honored for wing of British gallery", The Philadelphia Inquirer, October 27, 1993, p. E3. (RV and DSB awarded the Benjamin Franklin Medal by the Royal Society for the Encouragement of Arts)


Rosa, Giancarlo, "Learning from London' The Sainsbury Wing by Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates," Frames 42, February/March 1993, pp. 62-69. (Italian and English)


Ruder, Debra Bradley. "Memorial Hall: Center of Attention for Architects, Engineers, Planners," Harvard University Gazette, April 9, 1993, pp. 1, 12-13. (Harvard Memorial Hall restoration)


"Seattle Art Museum" *Images in Stone International Award Architecture in Stone 93*, Milan: Electa, 1993, pp. 50-69. (in Italian and English) (includes RV and DSB biography, plates)


"Venturi to Oversee Barnes Renovation," Art in America, February 1993, pp. 29-30. (Item in Front Page column, Barnes Foundation)


"Waterjet System Helps Create A Lasting Monument," Fabricator, September-October 1993, pp. 36-37. (Monument To Christopher Columbus)


"Whitehall Ferry Terminal Competition," Compe & Contest No. 31, November 1993, pp 1, 21-24. (in Japanese)


The Whitehall Ferry Terminal in Lower Manhattan,” The New City: The American City, University of Miami School of Architecture, 1993, pp.96-105.


1994


Andersen, Kurt. "Las Vegas, USA," Time, January 10, 1994, pp. 42-51. (Learning from Las Vegas) (Casino culture becoming mainstream)

Antonelli, Paola. "Columbus, an architecture collection," Abitare 327 (March 1994), pp. 148, 155. (Fire Station No. 4: Front Door Project, Columbus, Indiana)


Bugatti, Angelo. "Quando la forza e' l'immagine," Construire, February 1994, pp. 104-106. (recent work) (In Italian)


Duncan, Sarah. "In the Best Possible Light," Metropolis, April 1994, pp. 58-63. (National Gallery Sainsbury Wing) (Museum lighting: Paul Marantz)
Dunlop, Beth. "Fire Cracker," Architectural Record. May 1994, pp. 94-97. (Reedy Creek Emergency Services Center [Disney fire station])


"Flap over UD hall renovation misguided, unfair to designer," Editorial. News Journal [Wilmington, DE], June 27, 1994. (Student Center Complex for the University of Delaware)


Jonak, Ulf. "The Discovery of Deception: Immateriality and Postmodernism," Daidalos 52 (June 15, 1994) pp. 134-137. (In German and English) (Football Hall of Fame)


Moneo, Rafael, "Reflecting on Two Concert Halls: Gehry Versus Venturi," El Croquis, 64, February 1994. (In English and Spanish) (Walter Gropius Lecture, Graduate School of Design, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, April 25, 1990)


Muschamp, Herbert, "'Boss' Design: A Los Angeles Sketchbook," New York Times, June 12, 1994, p. H34. (MacDonald Medical Research Laboratory, UCLA)


Nicholas, Charles A., "A New Building for a New Medicine: The Center for the Study of Human Diseases," A New Medicine for a New Century, pamphlet, Yale University School of Medicine Office of Development. (Fundraising booklet)


Philadelphia Orchestra Association, The Philadelphia Orchestra Concert Hall, pamphlet. (Fundraising booklet)


Portoghesi, Paolo, "Homage to Roberto Venturi: Honorary Degree from the University of Rome," Metamorfosi No. 24, 1994, pp. 79-80. (In Italian and English)


"Robert Venturi," Materia, No. 17, 1994, p. 16-21. (Fire Station No. 4, Reedy Creek Fire Station, Dixwell Fire Station)


Scully, Vincent. "Urban Architecture Awakens from a Bad Dream," City Journal, Autumn 1994, pp. 75-80. (The development of historic preservation, several VSBA projects mentioned as examples)


Somol, R.E., "The Camp of the New," Architecture New York No. 9, 1994, pp. 50-55. (Koolhaas and OMA, VSBA connections)

"(Still) Learning from Las Vegas," The New Yorker, May 23, 1994, p. 38. (Reedy Creek Emergency Services Center [Disney fire station], Michael Eisner, Disney)


Truppi, Carlo, Continuità e Mutamento, Milan: FrancoAngeli, 1994, p.130, 134. (Vanna Venturi House, Beach House)

Tuzi, Stafania, "Robert Venturi," Materia 15 no. 1, February 1994, pp. 12-17. (Children’s Museum of Houston: Christopher Columbus Monument) (In Italian and English)


"Welcome Park: Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown," pp. 50-58. (In English and Japanese; publication unknown)


Williams, Lorna, "Learning from Philadelphia," Mid-Atlantic, October 1994, pp. 54-59. (Profile of RV and DSB)

1995


“Art Museum Collections gain Permanent Homes,” The Denver Post, Sat, Feb. 25, 1995, p.? (RV mentioned re. Exhibit)


“At Denver Art Museum, Denver CO”, Elle Decor, February/March 1995, p. 32. (Brief mention of RV chair in exhibit)

Balfour, Alan, ed., World Cities: Berlin, London: Academy Group LTD, 1995, p. 96. (VSBA's “When the Wall Comes Down” competition entry shown)


Bleiberg, Laura, “Disney's Domain: Architecture,” The Orange County Register, Special Report, July 16, 1995, p. 9. (Quotes DSB on Disneyland)


Breeze, Carla, New Modern Creative Living Spaces. New York: PBC International, INC., 1995, pp. 16-17. (Coxe-Hayden Houses)


Colafranceschi, Daniela, Architettura in Superfiche, Rome, Italy: Gangemi Editore, 1995, pp. 32, 56. (Mentions DBS, RV; BEST project: in Italian)


“Denver Opens Design Galleries,” Vail/Beaver Creek Times, 1995. (Picture of Queen Anne chair from Denver Art Museum Exhibit)


“An Excellent Student Center,” The Crimson Staff, December 12, 1995. (Harvard Memorial Hall)


“Museum Gallery Makes Debut,” Journal-Advocate [Sterling, Colorado], February 8, 1995, p. 4. (brief mention of RV)


Ouroussoff, Nicolai, “A Slimmed-down MASS MoCA is Back on Track,” Architectural Record, October 1995, p. 27.

Scott Brown, Denise, “The Perelman Quadrangle as Campus Center,” University of Pennsylvania Almanac, April 25, 1995, p. 3. (Excerpts from Report)


Pantiel, Mindy, “D.A.M. Design,” Metropolitan Home, January/February 1995, Notes page. (Brief mention of RV)


“The Perelman Quadrangle as Campus Center,” University of Pennsylvania Almanac, April 25, 1995, p. 3. (Drawing by VSBA of Logan Hall)


“Rethinking What is ‘Japanese’ From the Viewpoint of a Western Eye,” *Nikkei Design*, April, 1995, p. 55. (In Japanese: Photo and caption · PMA exhibit of Venturi collection of Japanese objects)

**R.K.**, “AIA Diversity Conference Held in San Francisco,” *Architecture*, October, 1995, p. 27. (Discusses AIA Diversity Conference at which DSB was the conference chair)


**Schimek, Heimo.** *Dune*, 1995, p. 7-13. (German student project for design of hotel in Las Vegas; References and reproductions from *Learning from Las Vegas*)


**Stungo, Naomi.** "Relearning from Vegas," *RIBA Journal*, Jan. 1995, p. 24-25. (Photo of DSB&RV driving down the '95 Vegas Strip – RE: segment on BBC2's *The Late Show*)


“Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates: International Directory of Interior Designers and Architects,” *Architectural Digest*, September, 1995, p. 130. (Citation of VSBA as one of 100 firms)


Wlodarczyk, Marcin, “Straz Pozarna z Krainy Disney'a” [A Firehouse in Disney World], Architektura & Biznes, No. 4, 1995, p. 75. (in Czech)


1996
“111 Chairs Designed by Architects,” Space Design, June 1996, p. 131. (RV’s ‘Queen Anne’ chair)


A-152

“Bricks,” Architectural Design, no. 121, p. 16. (Brief review of Disney Fire Station including photo)


“Celebrating a Renaissance,” Annenberg Hall Inaugural Dinner for the Class of 1999 at Harvard University, Event Program, February 8, 1996. (Memorial Hall)


Colafranceschi, Daniela, Sull'Involucro in Architettura. Rome: Edizioni Librerie Dedalo, 1996. (Chapter on RV; in Italian)

“Competition III: On Your Mark,” Cite 35 (Fall 1996), p. 6. (Cites Photoshop Award given to Steve Izenour, John Izenour, Dianne Golomb of VSBA, at Rice Design Alliance competition)


The Denver Art Museum The First Hundred Years. Denver, Colorado: Denver Art Museum, 1996. (Few sentences on VSBA’s involvement with Civic Center master plan)

Dirks, Christine, “Motel strip that cars spawned survives in spite of Highway 401,” The London Free Press, December 14, 1996. (LLV cited as related reading in urban design article)


Downes, Peggy, Ilene Tuttle, Patricia Faul, and Virginia Mudd. The New Older Woman: A Dialogue for the Coming Century. Berkeley: Celestial Arts, 1996. (DSB participates in the dialogue & her career is described by editors)


“The Great Sanders Restoration Recital,” Office for the Arts at Harvard and Radcliffe publication, September 20, 1996, p. 27.  (Mention of VSBA as project architects of Memorial Hall)

**Harvey, David.** “The Cuisine of Post-Modern Simulcra,” Casabella, January/February 1996, pp. 101-105.  (Quotes From Rome to Las Vegas, selected drawings of “eclectic houses” from 1977: in Italian and English)


**Hotze, Benedikt,** “Der Letzte Grundstein,” Foyer, June 1996, pp. 8-10.  (In German)


**Jameson, Conrad.** “Leaving Las Vegas,” The New Statesman, pp. 44, 45, July 26, 1996.  (Book review Iconography and Electronics...)

http://www.findarticles.com/cf_0/m0FQP/n4294_v125/18538875/p1/article.jhtml?term=%22robert+venturi%22

**Jarmusch, Ann.** “Art upstaged by architectural flourishes,” The San Diego Union-Tribune, March 10, 1996, E1, E7.  (La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art)


**Kamin, Blair.** “Architecture Notes,” Chicago Tribune, September 22, 1996.  (Brief review of Iconography and Electronics)


“Less-Decorated Shed for Staten Island Ferry,” Architectural Record, February 2, 1996, p. 11. (Whitehall Ferry Terminal)


MIT Press Catalog 1996, Review of Iconography and Electronics Upon a Generic Architecture. (Iconography and photograph of Franklin Court)


“New Face for Independence Mall,” *Architectural Record*, April 1996, p. 15. (Independence Mall, Gateway Visitor’s Center)


“The New Romantic Style: About the ‘100% Make-Up,’” *Alessi Tendentse Catalog 1996*, pp. 3-9. (RV’s ‘Vase with Lid’ design)


**Owens, Mitchell,** “Would you design it if you had to wear it?” *The New York Times*, May 23, 1996. (Mentions RV in regards to Vanity Fair Architect Fashion Show)


**Panizza, Mario**, *Edifici per lo Spettacolo*, Rome: Editori Laterza, 1996, pp. 140-143. (POH)


**Petreschi, Marco.** “Robert Venturi’s Introductory Lesson,” *Library Bulletin*, University of Studies of Rome, School of Architecture, April 1996, pp.18-25. (Whitehall Ferry Terminal: in Italian)

**The Philadelphia Inquirer**, April 2, 1996. (Photo of DSB, Independence Mall)


**Pincus, Robert L.**., “Bigger, but only marginally better for art,” *The San Diego Union-Tribune*, March 10, 1996, E1, E9. (La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art)


Pollan, Michael, “Sticks & Stones: Mickey for Mayor?” House & Garden, October 1996, p. 68 (Brief mention of Disney Bank)

Pope, Albert, Ladders, Architecture at Rice 34, Houston: Rice School of Architecture, 1996, pp. 195-198 (Cites Learning from Las Vegas)


Princeton: Images of a University, videotape, 118 minutes. Directed by Gerardo Puglia, 1996. (RV among people interviewed)


“Queen Anne, 1984” SD(Space Design), June 1996, p. 131. (Photo and text on Modified Queen Anne chair, in special issue on “111 Chairs Designed by Architects”)


“Rethinking Philadelphia's Independence Mall,” Architectural Record, August 1996, pp. 34-47. (VSBA plan for Independence Mall)

Review of Iconography and Electronics Upon a Generic Architecture, Architektur Aktuell, December 1996. (In German)


Schwendinger, Leni, and Kramer, Mark, “Ben’s Lights,” Seven Arts, April, 1996, p. 43, cover. (Ben Franklin Bridge Lighting)

“See Glittering, Glamorous Las Vegas,” SAH/SCC News, July/August 1996, p. 3. (Mentions RV, DSB, SI, Learning from Las Vegas)


Shanklin, Mary, “Celebration of Architecture,” The Orlando Centennial, Sunday, September 22, 1996. (Disney Bank, photo, RV quotation)


Space Magazine, May 1996, advertisement for The New Architecture: An Ongoing Film Series about Contemporary Architects and Architecture. (One of the videos is about VSBA; in Japanese)


“University Center’s opening day exceeds expectations,” University of Delaware Update, May 2, 1996, p. 3. (University of Delaware Student Center)


**Wherry, Rob.** “Wonder What They Sell There?” *Delaware Today*, September 1996, p. 10. (Little crit of Del. Student Center)


**Wojtowitz, Robert.** “Mumford Symposium,” *Penn in Ink*, February 1996, p.2. (Interview with DSB on Mumford)


1997


“AIA 1997 Honors & Awards,” Architectural Record, May 1997, p. 68, 70. (Memorial Hall)


“Alan Levy Celebration,” Penn in Ink, October 1997, p. 3. (Mention of DSB as a party guest)

Anderson, Kurt. “City on a Hill,” The New Yorker, September 29, 1997, p.66. (Mention of “Post-Venturian” in article on Meier’s Getty Center)


“A Basket or a Decorated Shed?” Architectural Record, December 1997, p.35. (Brief mention of RV and DSB)


“City/People/Light,” Philips Lighting, 1997, pp. 58, 105. (Quotes and gives biographies of DSB, RV, SI)


Claflen, George. “From the President: Independence Mall, What’s at Stake?” The Philadelphia Architect, November 1997, p.2. (GVC; includes sidebar quote by DSB)

Cohen, Jean-Louis. “Saper vedere Las Vegas [Knowing How to Look at Las Vegas].” *Lotus* 93, 1997, pp.96-108. (In Italian and English)


“Correction,” [Letters Section], *The New York Times*, May 18, 1997. (Whitehall Ferry Terminal correction to article wrote April 6, 1997)

“The Dean’s Desk,” *Penn in Ink*, October 1997, p. 1. (Mention of RV)


Dugdale, Juanita. “Wayfinding Takes a Detour,” *Print*, July/August 1997, p. 59, 63 (Photos of Loker/Memorial Hall, Signs of Fun exhibit)


Fiske, Diane M. “Architects Discuss Designs for Orchestra Hall,” *Art Matters*, June 1997, pp. 6-7. (Article incorporating interview with RV and DSB)


“The Gonda (Goldschmeid) Neuroscience and Genetics Research Center,” UCLA Medicine, Spring 1997, p.25.


Knoll Museum Catalog No. 1, September 18, 1997. (Photograph and description of Empire Chair 663 and Table 64R54)


Marpillero, Sandro, “42nd Street: Peepland e altre storie [42nd Street: Peepland and Other Stories],” Lotus 93, 1997, pp.109-121. (Brief mention of VRSB Apple)


“Mielparque Nikko Kirifuri,” Corporate Design 37, 1997, pp. 36-41. (Photos and description of Nikko: in Japanese and English)


“New Book by Robert Venturi,” Il Popolo Italiano, April/May 1997, p. 4. (Review of Iconography, in Italian)


Pethő, Bertalan, editor, Post-Postmodernism The Nineties (Poszt-Posztmodern A Kilencvene Évek), Budapest: Platon, 1997, p. 84, 408-409, 460.


Provincial Capital Building Project, Casabella, V.630-631, 1997. (Quote and façade view regarding Provincial Capital Building)


“Regional Performing Arts Center,” Architectural Record, March 1997. (Located in the “In Brief” column about the new project and the architects considered)


“San Diego: Fabulously Framed,” American Photo, July/August 1997, p.21. (Photograph of Atrium at Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego at La Jolla)

“Sansom Common – Breaking New Ground for $120 Million Change in the Campus Scene,” University of Pennsylvania Almanac, June 17, 1997, pp. 2-3, 24. (Bookstore and Perelman Quad)

Schnetzer, Jenny, “Electric Sign Design Contest,” Signs of the Times, September 1997, p. 112. (First Place award for U Delaware Trabant Center for Neon Lighting/Graphics)


“Staten Island Ferry Terminal Case,” Architecture, April 1997, p.33. (Whitehall)


Tyng, Anne Griswold, ed. Louis Kahn to Anne Tyng: The Rome Letters 1953-1954, New York: Rizzoli, 1997. (Mentions RV on 89, 95, 100, 107, 114, 119, 123, 139, 147, 163, 177, 188)

“Universidad E Informalidad,” Summa 28 (Dec 1997 - Jan 1998), pp. 50-57. (Memorial Hall and Trabant Student Center)

“VSBA Designs BEST Building,” Cougar Tales, March 1997. (BEST Building)


“Venturi, Scott Brown Quits Ferry Project,” Architectural Record, January 1997, p. 45. (Whitehall)


Zevon, Susan. “Interactive,” House Beautiful, November 1997, pp.140-145. (Photo essay on Frederic Schwartz-designed apartment for Andrew Cogan; includes Venturi chairs and table)
1998


Alessi, Alberto. The Dream Factory. Milan, Italy: Electra, 1998. (Quotes RV; photograph of RV’s ‘Cuckoo Clock’)

AMACADMY Newsletter, 1998, pp. 8, 10, 20. (Brief mentions of RV, DSB: 2 photographs of RV)


Beck, Marita. “Main Street is All Right,” Der Architekt, May 1998, p. 275. (Guild House: in German)


“Board Clears Way for Vote on TV Campaign, Student Membership,” AIArchitect, April 1998, pp. 1, 3. (Photograph of RV, DSB and Ronald Althoon)


Cady, Barbara. Icons of the Twentieth Century: 200 Men and Women Who Have Made a Difference, Woodstock and New York: The Overlook Press, 1998, p. xiii. (Mentions RV’s position on the Board of Advisors)


“Celebration, Orlando, California,” Archis, March 1998, p. 15. (Brief mention of RV and DSB: a building for Celebration; in German and English)

Christie’s East: 20th Century Decorative Arts Catalog, June 9, 1998, p. 55. (Photograph and blurb about the ‘Grandmother’ Chair for Knoll)


http://citypaper.net/articles/052898/crtmsld.wildwood.shtml

“David Yust: Inclusion Series,” The Wichita Center for the Arts Exhibition Catalog, 1998, p. 5. (Cites RV and Complexity as influences on his art)

http://www.findarticles.com/cf_0/m0EIN/1998_Oct_16/53090136/p1/article.jhtml?term=frank+g.+wells


Filler, Martin, “Constructions Couples”, House Beautiful, November 1998, pp. 114-117, 122. (Mentions RV and DSB as an important couple in the architectural world)


Gibney, Frank Jr., “Landmarks,” Time, July 20, 1998, pp.52-54. (Brief mention of RV and Las Vegas)


“Gore Hall Opens,” Department of Art History Newsletter, University of Delaware, Spring 1998, pp. 1, 6. (Trabant Center)


Groves, Durham. Mail art: the do-it-yourself letterbox from workshop to gatepost, Australia: Hale & Iremonger Pty Ltd, 1998, pp. 30, 77, 85, 88, 91. (Mentions LLV, proposed redesign of Copley Square, roadside architecture - Vegas strip, & letterbox design)

“Gunter Bock: From the Emancipated Façade to the ‘Terraced Roof Garden’,” Gedachtes und Gebautes Exhibition Catalog, 1998, pp. 4-6. (Mentions RV: in English and German)


Hauptman, Jodi, “Imagining Cities,” Fernand Leger at the Museum of Modern Art Exhibition Catalog, February-May 1998, pp. 73-120. (References RV, DSB, SI and Learning from Las Vegas)


Kamin, Blair, “These Tricks are for Kids,” The Chicago Tribune, January 4, 1998, p. 5. (Mentions RV as an influence of postmodernism)


“King Pack Rat,” People Magazine, August 10, 1998, pp. 56-57. (Quotes RV about Alex Shear)


Mehle, Aileen, “Suzy,” WWD, April 17, 1998. (Mentions DSB at Diamonstein event)


“More on VSBA,” Architectural Record, May 1998, Letters page. (Blurb on Whitehall and VSBA’s “unleashing of modernism”)


Novitski, B.J. “Changing the Face of Practice with Digital Technologies,” Architectural Record, June 1998, pp. 72-77. (Quotes James Kolker on job list management on p.75-6)


Officina Alessi Catalog 1998, pp. 1, 152. (RV’s Tea and Coffee Service of 5 Pieces; in Italian and English)


Reading, Nigel Anthony. Dynamical Symmetries. April 1998. (A paper in which RV is quoted from Complexity)
“Rethinking Designs of the 60s,” Yale Perspecta 29, 1998, pp. 1-96. (DVSB mentioned: 83-93 and passim; mentions RV, p. 51)


Rist, Curtis, “Designing a Proper Entrance,” This Old House Magazine, December 1998, pp. 61-64. (Quotes RV on New England farmhouses)


Russell, James S., “Does structure deepen experience: Seattle got a new symphony hall quicker and cheaper, compared to Philadelphia’s ongoing project. The real test, though, will be in attracting patrons,” The Philadelphia Inquirer, October 7, 1998. (POH)


Sintra Triennial of Architecture Catalog, July 1998, pp. 46-47. (Section on Mielparque Nikko Kirifuri Resort-Nikko National Park)


Somol, R.E. “Still Crazy After All These Years,” Assemblage 36, 1998, pp. 84-91. (Review of Iconography)


“2000 & The Century’s End,” Abitare. December 1998, pp. 51·64, 116. (Section about RV; mentions DSB, SI, Complexity, Learning from Las Vegas)


Thomas, George. “The Wildwoods·by-the·Sea: Learning from an `Other·Directed’ Place,” Penn in Ink, April 1998, pp.1-2. (Describes Wildwood studio project)


Wortman, Marc, “The Hero Takes a Fall,” Metropolis, October 1998, pp. 108-113, 152,. (Mention of RV, Learning from Las Vegas)

1999

Abramson, Daniel. “Make History, Not Memory,” Harvard Design Magazine, Fall 1999, pp. 78-83. (RV, Learning from Las Vegas, Western Plaza, Copley Square competition, Welcome Park)  
http://www.gsd.harvard.edu/research/publications/hdm/back_issues/9abramson.html

Ackerman, James S., Review of The Architecture of Science, Harvard Design Magazine, Fall 1999, pp. 95-98. (Mentions in depth RV’s “Thoughts on the Architecture of the Scientific Workplace” and DSB’s “The Hounding of the Snark”)

Alessi, Alberto, The Dream Factory: Alessi Since 1921. Milan: Electa, 1999, pp. 50, 76, 94. (Cuckoo Clock, Campidoglio Tea Set, 100% Make-Up)

Alessi General Catalog. Crusinallo, Italy: Alessi, 1999. p. 89. (Tea and Coffee Service of 5 Pieces)

Ameritech Phone Book for Washtenaw County / Greater Ann Arbor / Ypsilanti Area, November 1999. (Cover features a photograph of the University of Michigan stadium)


“Bausparkasse Schwabisch Hall,” Catalog, pp. 16. (Picture of Vanna Venturi House: in German)


“Building,” published for Princeton University by the Office of Development Communications for The Anniversary Campaign for Princeton, 1999. (Mentions VSBA, DSB; quotes RV: Wu Hall, Frist Campus Center, Complexity, Sainsbury Wing, Disney Firehouse)


Burkhardt, François. “Simplicity and ‘New Design’ in Germany,” Domus 814, April 1999, pp. 76-81. (Brief mention of RV)


Calendar, Knoll Museum, East Greenville, PA, 1999. (Picture of RV’s Sheraton Chair)


Carpetto, George, ed., Italian Americans of the Twentieth Century: From the Same Vine. Florida: Loggia Press, 1999, pp. 386-387. (Short bio. of RV)

Chul, Kong. “Mapping Archinet,” Space, No. 374, pp. 86-89. (Brief mention of Vanna Venturi House; photograph of Vanna Venturi House)


“Day of the Open Door,” FreiRaum [FreeSpace], January 1999, pp. 30-33. (In German: article about the office of VSBA)


Dean, Andrea Oppenheimer, “Listening To: Critics, The Stage is Set,” Architectural Record, January 1999, pp. 68-73. (Mentions RV and vernacular architecture)


http://www.thenewrepublic.com/archive/0699/062199/filler062199.html


Főiskola, Magyar Iparművészeti. 100 Év Formatán (100 Years of Formstudies). Budapest: Szerzők, 1999, pp. 18, 90. (Hungarian: 2 small drawings by RV, & quote of “Less is a bore”; also includes course description booklet for a class taught by Főiskola).


Gura, Judith B., “Modernism at the Millennium,” Echoes, Fall 1999, Vol. 8, No. 2, pp. 50-73. (Vanna Venturi House, Grandmother Chair)

“HSP Reopens After Restoration,” Pennsylvania Correspondent, Fall 1999, Front Page. (Photograph of Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony, with Dan McCoubrey)


Heskel, Julia, Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott: Past to Present. Boston, MA: Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott, 1999, pp. 5. (Mentions RV working at Yale University)


Hine, Thomas, “Just How Good was Ed Bacon, Really?,” Philadelphia Magazine, March 1999, pp. 84-93. (Mentions VSBA’s plan for Independence Mall)

“History and Activity of the Max Protetch Gallery of New York,” Domus 813, March 1999, News section, p. 4. (Brief mention of RV)


Hybrides, Delft University Press, 1999, pp. 44-56. (Written in Dutch, Pics. from Urban Concepts, Learning from Las Vegas, & Chinatown Housing project, chapter on VSBA, re interview w/ DSB & RV.)


Joselit, David, “Moguls on Main Street,” Art in America, January 1999, pp. 51-53. (Mentions RV’s design for Disney Main Street)

http://www.findarticles.com/cf_0/m1248/1_87/53560689/p1/article.jhtml?term=venturi


Kubany, Elizabeth Harrison, “Crossing the Pond,” Architectural Record, July 1999, pp. 79-85, 174. (Sainsbury Wing, quotes DSB)


Leigh, Catesby, “Must the Minimum Be the Maximum?,” Princeton Alumni Weekly (PAW), May 19, 1999, pp. 18-27. (Wu Hall, Frist Campus Center)


Lotus International Index, volumes 1-100, 1964-1998. DSB in LI 5, 9, 28, 39, 50, 55, 58, 69, 72, 73, 74, 89. RV in 4, 5, 8, 9, 28, 39, 50, 55, 58, 69, 72, 73, 74, 75, 89.


“Mielparque Nikko Kirifuri Resort, Nikko National Park, Japan 1992-1997,” Zodiac 20, 1999, pp. 118-135. (Italian & English) (Within larger article on Nikko, includes several images)


Miller, Marguerite F., “Rooms with a View -- to Studying,” Almanac [University of Pennsylvania], September 14, 1999, p. 8. (Williams Hall)


Nam, Soo Hyoun, Kim Uh II, “Peter Eisenman, Interview,” Space, Vol. 380, 9907, 1999, pp. 45-53. (Mentions RV; in Korean and English)


Nemeczek, Alfred, Das Budjel der Kunst, Hamburg: Verlag Gruner + Jahr AG & Co., 1999, p. 156. (Franklin Court; in German)


“100 For the Ages,” The Philadelphia Weekly, April 7, 1999, pp. 20-26. (RV and DSB as one of 100 most influential people in the city of Philadelphia)

O'Connor, Michael J., “Columbus, Indiana, Among Country's Best 'Micropolitan' Areas,” Architecture, October 1999, p. 39. (Brief mention of RV)


“On Exhibit: Home Sweet Mobile Homes,” The Chicago Reader, October 21, 1999. (Very brief mention of RV and Learning from Las Vegas)

Open House West: Museum Architecture and Changing Civic Identity guest invitation. Photographs of MoCA, La Jolla and Seattle Art Museum.


Owen, David. “The Sultan of Stuff,” The New Yorker, July 19, 1999, pp. 52-63. (Alex Shear’s collection; quotes RV)


Pelli, Cesar, Observations for Young Architects. New York: Monacelli Press, 1999, p. 139. (Mentions RV’s name)

“Perelman Quadrangle Moving Ahead,” PENNews, Spring 1999, p. 4. (VSBA and Perelman Quadrangle, U Penn)


Princeton, March 24, 1999. (Cover photo of excavation for Frist Center)

“Record readers were asked: Who is the world’s greatest architect?,” Architectural Record, January 1999, p. 26. (In the Dialogue column: VSBA as the world’s greatest architects)


Richardson, Margaret, Stevens, MaryAnne, eds., John Soane, Architect: Master of Space and Light, London: Royal Academy of Arts, December 1999, pp. 55, 59-61. (RV, DSB Sainsbury Wing extension)


Sign Gallery International. Cincinnati, Ohio: ST Publications 1999, p. 76. (Photograph of Trabant Center)


Society of Fellows of the American Academy in Rome Newsletter, Fall 1999, pp. 16-17. (Photo of RV at Mark Hampton gala)


“Study in Shadows,” The Valley News (Hanover, NH), February 18, 1999 (Vol. 47, No. 253), Front page. (Photograph of student sitting in Rauner Library of Webster Hall, Dartmouth College)


Vanderbilt, Tom. “It’s a Mall World After All,” Harvard Design Magazine, Fall 1999, pp. 89-93. (Mentions RV)

http://www.gsd.harvard.edu/research/publications/hdm/back_issues/9onplace_vanderbilt.htm

Vanderbilt, Tom. “Wet Dreams,” ID Magazine, September/October 1999, pp. 70-75. (Brief mention of RV and DSB, Learning from Las Vegas)

Velux America Brochure, March 1999, p.7. (Photograph of Blair Hall, Princeton University)


World Architecture, “Events” section, April 1999, p. 41. (Brief mention of RV as one of exhibitors in the Pritzker Exhibit at the Art Institute of Chicago)

“Yale Constructs Symposium,” Retrospecta 1998-1999, Yale School of Architecture, pp. 130-131. (Brief mention of RV’s lecture at Yale University Yale Constructs Symposium, 4/99)

